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A B S T R A C T

Using in situ transmission electron microscopy, we observed the nucleation and growth of

graphene bilayer edges (BLE) with ‘‘fractional nanotube’’-like structure from the reaction of

graphene monolayer edges (MLEs). Most BLEs showed atomically sharp zigzag or armchair

crystallographic facets in contrast to the atomically rough MLEs with irregular shapes, sug-

gesting that the BLEs are much more stable and crystallographically anisotropic. Our direct

observations and theoretical studies (geometric models and ab initio calculations) provide

important clues for tailoring the edge structure and transport properties of multi-layer

graphene.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Graphene is a promising new material for nano-electronics

because of its high electron mobility and near-ballistic trans-

port at room temperature [1–3]. The detailed transport proper-

ties of graphene, especially at the nanoscale, are highly

sensitive to its edge terminations [4]. Most previous studies

of graphene terminations have focused on monolayer edges

(MLEs) [5–7]. But there tend to be a lot of defects (steps and

kinks) on MLEs, which result in atomically rough edges that

affect the transport properties [8–11]. The edge roughness at

atomic-scale increases the variability of device behaviors

[12], so it would be desirable to obtain some other graphene

edge structures that are smoother and more predictable.

Recently atomically sharp graphene bilayer edges (BLEs)

with ‘‘fractional nanotube’’-like structures were discovered

in high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM)

[13–15], after high-temperature annealing. The BLEs can be

thought of as being formed by a 180� low-energy elastic bend-

ing (or folding) of graphene, like the straight crease of a folded

piece of paper, and have energetic stability similar to circular

nanotubes (360� bending). But unlike circular nanotubes, BLEs

have no rotational symmetry and posses large permanent

electric dipoles [16]. They also induce interesting transport

properties distinct from MLEs and circular nanotubes [16].

For the fabrication of graphene-based nano-devices, it is

essential to understand the relative stability of these different

types of edge terminations [15,17,18] (MLEs, BLEs, etc.) and the

possible transformations between them.

In our lab, few-layer graphene has been mounted on a TEM

grid and Joule-heated until sublimation of carbon into vac-

uum occurs. In situ TEM of such high-temperature heating

experiments showed that although MLE-terminated holes

are created on graphene initially, more than 99% of the edges

end up being BLEs by the end of the experiments [15]. Thus

transformations of MLE(s) to BLE(s) must have occurred

[14,15], via some nucleation and growth process. We theoret-

ically hypothesized that this transformation occurs by the

reaction

MLEþMLE! BLE ð1Þ

with atomic-scale illustrations shown in Fig. 1. That is, when

two MLEs on adjacent graphene layers cross each other, they

reconstruct to form a BLE. Typically in materials kinetics
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studies, the nucleation events are very difficult to capture and

characterize experimentally. Fortunately, due to the quasi-2D

geometry and electron transparency of few-layer graphene,

we were able to capture the BLE nucleation event and observe

reaction (1) in real time.

In this paper we report in situ TEM observations of the

nucleation and growth of BLEs from two crossing MLEs, which

were initially created near the center of individual graphene

by sublimation of carbon atoms, induced by Joule-heating.

Our experimental results and theoretical investigations show

that the BLEs are much more stable than MLEs. Furthermore,

most BLEs showed clear facets on zigzag or armchair inclina-

tions during the sublimation process, but MLEs were usually

irregular in shape, indicating that BLEs have much stronger

crystallographic anisotropy. In other words, BLE has a more

anisotropic Wulff plot [19] than MLE. Combining ab initio cal-

culations and simple geometric models, we illustrate why this

may be the case. It turns out that the atomic-scale sharpness

Fig. 1 – Atomic configurations of two crossing MLEs (a) and the nucleation of a BLE from them (b) as Eq. (1), where dark/light

color stand for the top/bottom graphene layer.

Fig. 2 – (a) Schematic of experimental setup, where a STM probe was manipulated to contact individual graphene with a layer

thickness of about ten layers. (b) A TEM image showing a STM tip is contacted to graphene. (c) and (d) DFT relaxed

configurations of symmetric (c) armchair and (d) zigzag BLEs.
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of BLE and its strict chirality (and radius-of-curvature) selec-

tion all have a geometric origin, namely 180� folding of graph-

ene and common lattice orientation constraint before and

after folding.

2. Experimental and theoretical methods

Our in situ high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) observations were

performed on individual graphene sheets mounted on a

TEM-scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) holder. The

graphene sheet was Joule-heated to high temperatures to cre-

ate nanometer holes with MLEs by sublimation of carbon

atoms. Graphene samples were prepared using a Scotch tape

peeling method similar to that reported in the literature

(Fig. 2a). Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with a

thickness of a few hundred microns was glued to a glass slide

with a double-sided adhesive tape. The HOPG was thinned

down to transparent under an optical microscope by repeated

peeling using a Scotch tape. A 200 mesh TEM grid was cut into

half, painted with conducting silver epoxy on the grid bars,

and then glued on the transparent graphene sheet on the

glass slide. Once the silver epoxy was cured, the half grid

was lifted off from the glass slide. Graphene was attached

to the grid after lifting off from the glass slide. The half TEM

grid was glued to an Au rod of 280 lm and inserted into a

NanofactoryTM TEM-STM platform, in which a fully functional

STM was integrated into a TEM sample holder, allowing for

in situ manipulation and measurements of individual graph-

ene. TEM observations were conducted in a Tecnai F30 analyt-

ical electron microscope operated at 300 kV. A STM probe was

manipulated to contact individual graphene with a layer

thickness of about ten layers (Fig. 2a and b), followed by

Joule-heating of the graphene to high temperatures by apply-

ing a bias voltage of about 2.5 V.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-

formed to theoretically investigate the stability of different

types of graphene edges. The calculations were performed

using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [20,21].

We used local density approximations (LDA) with Ceperley–

Alder exchange–correlation functional [22]. Monkhorst–Pack

Fig. 3 – (a)–(d) Sequential HRTEM images showing BLE nucleation from crossing MLEs. Yellow- and green-dotted lines mark

MLEs, and double-red-dashed lines indicate BLEs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)
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k-point grids for Brillouin-zone integration were applied with

k-point density higher than 60 per Å�1 along a periodic direc-

tion in reciprocal space [23]. Partial occupancies of eigen-

states were determined by first-order Methfessel–Paxton

smearing of r = 0.1 eV [24]. Cut-off energy for plane wave ba-

sis was 400 eV. Spin-polarization was applied to MLEs but it

was found to have no effect on BLEs. The calculations were

performed at equilibrium carbon bond length of 1.4094 Å.

Armchair and zigzag BLEs were constructed as shown in

Fig. 2c and d. There were 180 and 120 carbon atoms in the

super cell for armchair and zigzag BLEs, respectively, and

the corresponding width was 5.04 and 5.97 nm, respectively.

3. Results and discussions

The nucleation of BLEs from two crossing MLEs was observed

by in situ HRTEM, as shown in Fig. 3 a–d and Movie 1 in Sup-

porting Information. Initially elliptical or irregular (marked

by green-dotted or yellow-dotted lines in Fig. 3a, respectively)

shaped holes with MLEs were formed. The MLEs showed fain-

ter contrast and expanded rapidly due to continuous atom

sublimation. The holes marked in green and yellow-dotted

lines were located on different graphene layers, very possibly

at two neighboring layers. At a critical moment, the two

crossing MLEs merged into one edge with a much darker con-

trast than that of a MLE, which was identified by HRTEM as an

atomically sharp BLE, a ‘‘fractional nanotube’’ connecting two

graphene layers [14,15]. These BLEs were strongly polygonized

along zigzag or armchair orientations. The motions of BLEs

became more sluggish compared with MLEs. Finally more

than 99% of the graphene edges observed in TEM were trans-

formed into BLEs. These nucleation and transformation reac-

tions indicate that BLEs are much more stable than MLEs.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations confirm the

energetic advantages of BLEs. First we found in our DFT calcu-

lations that A–A rather than A–B stacking between two graph-

ene layers �5 nm in width, joining two symmetric BLEs

(Fig. 2c and d), is the more stable configuration, consistent

with recent HRTEM observations [14]. In reference to perfect

monolayer graphene without edges, unreconstructed arm-

chair and zigzag MLEs have edge energy of 1.11 and 1.36 eV/

Å, respectively, and the reconstructed zigzag MLEs reduce

the edge energy to 1.07 eV/Å [25]. In contrast, the excess en-

ergy of a bilayer graphene with a BLE relative to a perfect

graphene bilayer without edges is only about 0.81 and

0.87 eV/Å for armchair and zigzag BLE, respectively (If a A–B

stacking BLEs is considered, the excess edge energies would

increase to �1.0 eV/Å.). These results indicate that reaction

(1) enjoys a gigantic energy decrease of �1 eV/Å.

Here we provide a simple model to compute the thermody-

namic driving force for the nucleation of a BLE from the cross-

ing of two MLEs with an angle h, as shown in Fig. 4a. If an

incipient BLE segment of length c emerges at the crossing

point, it would have an angle u and p � h � u with the two

MLEs, respectively. Also, other symmetry-equivalent BLEs

with angle u ± p/6 or u ± p/3 can form. If we ignore van der

Waals interaction between the two layers, the new arrange-

ment would have an excess energy E as a function of a BLE

length c. Consequently, whether or not a BLE can be nucleated

depends on dE/dc|c=0, which turns out to be

dE=dcjc¼0 ¼ c2 � c1½cos uþ cosðp� u� hÞ� ð2Þ

based on the geometry of the proposed reaction shown in

Fig. 4a. Here c1 and c2 are the excess energy of a MLE and a

BLE, respectively.

When taking c1 = 1.10 eV/Å and c2 = 0.85 eV/Å for A–A

stacked BLEs, and considering the crystallographic permuta-

tions of BLEs, dE/dc|c=0 has a much stronger dependence on

h than u, as shown in Fig. 4b. If h is larger than a critical value

(here �p/4), it is always favorable to form a BLE at the crossing

point, and the transformation driving force generally in-

creases with h (when h > p/2, dE/dc|c=0 < �0.6 eV/Å). If A–B

stacking BLEs are used so that c2 increases to �1.0 eV/Å, it

would increase the critical h value for dE/dc|c=0 = 0 from �45o

to �55o. In the experiment, because a graphene layer is subli-

mated quickly after its top layer is removed, which makes the

MLE at the bottom spatially close to MLE at the top layer and

these two MLEs usually have a large h with each other. For this

reason, BLE nucleation can occur in most cases with two

crossing MLEs.

The above addresses the coarse thermodynamic driving

force for BLE nucleation. Kinetically, the nucleation occurs

as carbon atoms diffuse along monolayer edges [18] and de-

posit onto the BLE nuclei (diffusive transformation). We sug-

gest that monolayer edge stresses [26] and thermal

fluctuations bend graphene to make an initial curved lip con-

tact between the two layers. After nucleation, BLEs can grow

by carbon diffusion, ‘‘consuming’’ the initially intersecting

MLEs, as shown in Fig. 5a–d and Movie 2 in Supporting Infor-

Fig. 4 – (a) Nucleating a BLE from two crossing MLEs. ‘‘0’’, ‘‘1’’

and ‘‘2’’ stand for the number of graphene layers in

corresponding areas. h is the angle between two crossing

MLEs, and u is the angle between the newborn BLE and one

MLE. (b) The contours of dE/dc|c=0(h, u), the first derivative of

excess edge energy E with respect to a incipient BLE’s length

c at c = 0 for the configuration shown in (a).
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mation. Similar to Fig. 3a–d, these MLEs had irregular shapes

and were sublimated quickly. At the connecting point be-

tween one BLE and two MLEs, BLE lengthened by a zipper-like

reaction: two MLEs were annihilated as the BLE propagated

along its original inclination (zigzag or armchair) on a straight

line. In addition, similar to Movie 1, the motions of BLEs were

more sluggish than those of MLEs.

The in situ TEM observations indicated there are significant

differences in both crystallographic preference and mobility

between MLEs and BLEs, suggesting that BLEs have stronger

crystallographic anisotropy than MLEs. This is because zigzag

and armchair inclinations are geometrically very special for

BLEs. Unlike folding graphene by 360� to form chiral nano-

tubes, forming BLE requires 180� folding only. Generally

speaking, 180� elastic folding positions the top and bottom

sheets in different lattice orientations as illustrated in

Fig. 6a. However, all of our graphene layers are initially of

the same lattice orientation, as confirmed by electron diffrac-

tion before sublimation occurred. It is energetically impossi-

ble for a short BLE segment to alter this orientation

relationship, since large twisting of one layer would be re-

quired. Therefore, the requirement that the top and bottom

graphene sheets must have the same or symmetry-equivalent

lattice orientations imposes an orientation constraint on all

BLEs. Zigzag and armchair inclinations are special directions

for folding BLEs because they are the only mirror-symmetry

axes of graphene, folding along which satisfies the orienta-

tion constraint automatically. In these cases, only low-energy

elastic bending is necessary to form the BLEs, and the hexag-

onal CC covalent bonding network remains intact. To satisfy

the orientation constraint for BLEs of any other inclinations

would require not just elastic bending, but also topological

defects such as pentagons/heptagons, which compensate

for the lattice orientation change due to elastic folding, like

dislocations in a grain boundary. These pentagon/heptagon

topological defects disrupt the hexagonal covalent bonding

network, and are energetically much more expensive than

elastic folding. Therefore zigzag and armchair inclinations

should correspond to deep cusps in the BLE Wulff plot, under

the common lattice orientation constraint. Thus the BLEs are

atomically sharp crystallographic facets. Unlike carbon nano-

tubes (CNTs) which are poly-disperse and admit a large vari-

ety of chiralities and radii with nearly degenerate energies,

the BLEs are highly mono-disperse structures for the above

geometrical reasons. Not only is the chirality of a BLE fixed

to be zigzag or armchair, but also its radius of curvature is

completely determined by a competition between elastic

bending energy and van der Waals adhesion energy between

the two adjacent layers [16].

In contrast, in vacuum there always are unsaturated car-

bon atoms (dangling bonds) on MLEs, even the reconstructed

zigzag and armchair MLEs [25], implying a weaker anisotropy

in the Wulff plot. Also, because of the dangling bonds, the

MLEs are chemically reactive, and upon exposure to air H,

Fig. 5 – (a)–(c) Sequential HRTEM images show two MLEs zipping up to form a BLE. The single/double dashed lines stand for

MLEs/BLEs. (d) Atomic configuration of a junction between two MLEs and one BLE. Dark/light color stands for atoms on top/

bottom layer.
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O, N, etc. species could be attached on the MLEs. This chem-

ical complexity would further increase variability in the de-

vice characteristics. The BLEs, on the other hand, have no

dangling bonds, being made entirely out of carbon and are

chemically inert at room temperature and in an ambient

atmosphere.

Fig. 6b shows a semi-quantitative illustration of Wulff

plots for both MLEs and BLEs. The relative values of edge ener-

gies for MLEs and BLEs in special inclinations (zigzag or arm-

chair) are obtained from DFT calculations (here reconstructed

zigzag MLE is used [25]). For the BLEs along general inclina-

tions, we assume that they are composed of many zigzag/

armchair BLEs segments plus edge steps, which could be

adjacent pentagon–heptagon pairs as the joints connecting

two CNTs with different diameters [27]. Previous calculation

suggested that an adjacent pentagon–heptagon pair at such

joints has defect energy of �5 eV [28]. Because one edge step

is �2.1 Å (1.5 times of carbon bond length) along the direction

perpendicular to a zigzag inclination, the edge energy of a BLE

with 15o of a zigzag inclination can be estimated to be 5 eV/

2.1Å · sin(15o) + 0.87 eV/Å · cos(15o) � 1.46 eV/Å, much larger

than those of zigzag/armchair BLEs. On the other hand, be-

cause a reconstructed zigzag MLE is fully composed of adja-

cent pentagon–heptagon pairs [25], the edge step on MLEs

may have almost the same edge energy as the symmetrical

inclinations, thus the edge energy of a MLE with 15o of a zig-

zag inclination is estimated to be 1.07 eV/Å · si-

n(15o) + 1.07 eV/Å · cos(15o) � 1.31 eV/Å, confirming the

much smaller differences with the symmetrical inclinations

than those of BLEs.

4. Conclusions

The formation of a BLE by reaction of planar MLEs demon-

strated an intermediate structure between flat carbon and

curved carbon. Unlike other curved nanostructures such

as fullerene and nanotubes, which are disconnected from

the parent graphene, BLEs are still connected to extended

graphene bilayers, with a topologically intact honeycomb

lattice. From our calculations, we know that the zigzag

and armchair BLEs have exceptional stabilities. Unlike MLEs

which are chemically reactive and poly-disperse, the zigzag

and armchair BLEs in six inclinations with exceptional sta-

bility provide us a possible avenue to make graphene-based

nano-devices with stable and atomically sharp edges [29] to

achieve controllable electronic properties.
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